
Bear Creek Sediment Source Investigation PWA- 4198

Land use in the Bear Creek watershed was just underway by 1947, and much of the lower hillslopes
in the lower half of the watershed had been logged by 1954. This phase of harvesting also involved
road construction along the main channel and up alongside several of the larger lower-basin tributary
streams. By 1966 (the date of the next available air photo coverage), most of the watershed had been
logged and nearly all the currently existing road network had been constructed. Analysis of the 1966
aerial photos revealed 117 new landslides in the watershed, most of which were assumed to have been
triggered by either the 1955 storm or, more probably, by the 1964 storm event (Figure 4 and Map

3).

Land use activities, including road
construction, was significantly reduced
during the next two photo periods (1974
and 1994) and storm events comparable to
those of 1964 or 1996/97  were absent. As
a consequence, only 29 new landslides
were recorded by 1974 (Figure 4) and
only 34 new sites were identified during
the next 20 year period (1974-1994).

Figure 4. Landslide Frequency
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Beginning in the early 1990s residual
stands of seed trees were being harvested
and cable yarded from steep slopes in the
middle and upper watershed areas. Some
new road construction had been
completed, but these roads were largely
built on upper hillslope or ridge-top slopes
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where erosion and slope stability problems are minimized. Most logging during the period resulted
in the removal of large conifers and the retention of understory vegetation and 20 year old conifer
r egene ra t i on .  .

The 1996/97 storm event triggered several large debris landslides in the steep upper hillslope areas
of the watershed, several of which torrented as debris flows and carried sediment and organic debris
through the main channel. Analysis of 1997 aerial photos revealed 43 new landslides in the basin, and
the enlargement of eight pre-existing features (Figure 4 and map 3).

Landslides in Bear Creek are generally concentrated on steep streamside slopes throughout the
watershed (Map 3). Rapid rates of uplift in the basin, combined with erodible bedrock, has resulted
in rapid channel incision and steep headwater areas. Landslides are especially common in inner gorge
slopes along the main channel and major tributaries, compared to less steep slopes of upland areas
and interfluves  (ridges).
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